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11Safe & Profitable Trip
By the protective hand of our Heavenly Father, I have
safely returned from my trip to Southeast Asia,
visiting Cambodia and Vietnam. Efforts to teach the
gospel in both countries are extremely difficult. At the
end of what we called the Vietnam War in 1975,
North and South Vietnam united under a Communist
government. The freedom of religion, once enjoyed in
South Vietnam, is no more. It continues to worsen
each year. Decree 92, issued by Vietnam's
Communist government, which went into effect on
January 1,2013, continues to create many problems
for the few Christians that we know of in Vietnam.
The vice president of the nation's parliament said that
"Vietnam will increasingly model itself on China in
matters of religious policies."

II Bump in the Road
When I first started planning this trip and purchased
my plane tickets, I had plans to spend a few days in
Cambodia, before traveling to Vietnam. I was looking
forward to visiting with the Mike Phillips family.
Mike, along with his wife, daughter, and three sons,
moved to Phnom Penh in October 2014, in an attempt
to spread the gospel and start a new congregation.
Mike was an engineer at the Raytheon Company in
Dallas. He served as a deacon with the Spring Creek
Church in Plano, Texas. He is certainly to be
commended for his love for the Lord and his
willingness to move to a difficult area to work. I was
hoping to spend time with him, learn from him, and to

. encourage him in his labors.

Shortly before I would arrive in Phnom Penh, I got a
note from Mike, stating that a couple ofthe churches

that support him in the States asked ifhe could come
and give a report on his work. I knew this was
important for him, his family, and the churches that
provide his salary.

My ticket was a non-refundable ticket, so I went
ahead and flew into Phnom Penh. I cut my time short
and then crossed on over into Vietnam. I tried to have
a few studies with some students that I met near my
hotel, but they were
so steeped into
Buddhism that I
didn't get very far. I
used one day to
travel with some
college students to
visit the infamous
Killing Fields. These are the sites where innocent
people were killed and buried by the communist
Khmer Rouge regime, during its rule of the country
from 1975 to 1979, immediately after the end of the
Cambodian Civil War (1970-1975). The mass killings
are widely regarded as part of a broad state-sponsored
genocide (the Cambodian genocide). Analysis of
20,000 mass grave sites by the DC-Cam Mapping
Program and Yale University indicate at least
1,386,734 victims of
execution. Estimates
of the total number
of deaths resulting
from Khmer Rouge
policies, including
disease and
starvation, range
from 1.7 to 2.5 million out of a 1975 population of
roughly 8 million. Words are inadequate to express
the emotions that I felt that day. Two of the college
girls started crying when we stood by the tree, where



the sign said, "Killing tree
gainst which executioners
beat children." One of the ,
girls said, "I don't know how
one human being could be so
uncaring and so unconcerned
regarding human life." I
replied, "Yes, I know what
you feel. I feel the same way
when I think of the millions of
babies that are aborted by
uncaring mothers." She replied, "But that's different"
and then walked away. I can't see any difference!

Saiqon, ..Vietnam
Although I was a bit disappointed that I wasn't able
to organize better classes in Cambodia, it was a joy to
return to Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) to work with
Dang Kha (or Doug in his English name), the small
church that meets in his house, and one of the
preachers from up north. Dang is 55 years old. He
studied in a Catholic monastery in his youth and was
baptized when he was 15 years old. He later met Allen
Malone, a preacher from Tennessee. They studied
together and Dang obeyed the gospel of Christ in
1993. He has been preaching since 2001. He and his
wife, Trang, have one son, Due (13 years old). Dang
receives some support from an American church, but
he also helps support his family by teaching piano to
private students.

When Communism took over South Vietnam in
1975, the city name was changed from Saigon to Ho
Chi Minh City, but Dang and many others I've met
refuse to use the Communist name.

Our Saigon L-odging
I arrived in Saigon at 8:00 a.m. and took a taxi to my
hotel. At Dang's
recommendation, I
booked a room in
the same little
hotel that I've used
on most previous
trips. It's nothing
fancy, but it serves
our purposes well. It is very close to his house and
convenient for him to get to me or me to get to his
apartment. It doesn't even look like a hotel from the
outside. The entrance into the lobby is to the left of
the tree in this picture. The sidewalks are usually

filled with motorcycles, food vendors or patrons
sitting in little chairs drinking coffee. I unpacked and
got settled into my room and Dang came to the room
before lunch. It was ajoy to see him. We used his
motorcycle to travel to one of the sidewalk cafes,
where we ate a chicken broth and noodles. I always
enjoy these informal
visits with Dang. He has
said on all of my
previous trips that he
loves our conversations
at the meals and feels
that these are such a
great encouragement to him. Living in a Communist
country and being in such a minority, he appreciates
any hour that he can spend with any Christian:

After lunch, Dang and I returned to the hotel for a
Bible study. Trang and the only other member of the
Saigon Church, sister Cue
(pronounced "cook"), came for
the study. It has been a pleasure
to witness the spiritual growth
and knowledge in her in these
last two years. She has greatly
improved in her ability to fmd
the passages and then to repeat
the stories. It is obvious that
she's used much time in doing
much studying. On last year's
trip, we learned that she had run into some heavy
financial problems and was not able to attend some of
the worship services, due to not having the money to
buy gasoline for her scooter. Some of the Christians in
America donated some money to leave with Dang,
which provides her with weekly gasoline money. She
is very appreciative of this outpouring of love from
her spiritual family on the other side of the world. She
had several questions about prayer, so we did a
lengthy study from Philippians 4:6. I didn't want to
"preach" to her on what I thought the passage taught; I
wanted her to tell me what she thought it taught. I was
very impressed with how well she was able to break it
apart and explain it. She concluded by saying, "It says
to stop worrying and do more praying."

Our next lesson was on "Five Things God's Children
,Should Never Worry About." The points we studied
were not to worry about: feeling useless, being
forsaken, the future, bothering God with prayer, and
feeling unforgiven.

We then spent a couple of days on the theme of
"Some Important Things That Every Christian Should
Know." Our goal was to deal with many topics to
ground us in our faith. We talked about what it means
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to be added to the Lord's church, continuing in Bible
teaching, fellowshipping with one another, and the
danger of not growing. We spent much time
discussing what it means to remain faithful and
keeping focused on God's promises. Sister Cuc then
wanted to talk about challenges Christians face in a
Communist country.

rhailer Arrives
Iwas happy to greet Thailer Jimerson when he
arrived at the hotel after midnight on Tuesday night.
We have traveled together twice, once to the
Philippines and then again to Vietnam last year. I have
grown to love and appreciate his
dedication, love for the Lord, and
knowledge of the Bible. His
Vietnam name is Thai
(pronounced like what's used in
Thailand). Thai is only 25 years
old and has been preaching for
only five years, but his sermon
and class material shows what a
dedicated student and servant he truly is. He and his
family live and work with the Lord's church in
Brownsburg, Indiana. Thailer's father is originally
from Vietnam, so Thai has made a few trips to
Vietnam with his father and has learned much of the
language. He has a great love and interest for the
country and is considering moving to Vietnam after
his children get a little older. The Brownsburg church
has a great interest in the work in Vietnam,
encouraging members to get involved in future trips,
and budgets for Thailer to make an annual trip.

.Variety of Classes
Because of Dang's schedule with his students, our
times for our classes changed from day to day. We
had several classes in our hotel room and others at
Dang's kitchen table.

Thailer's first lesson with Dang, Trang, and Cue was
on ''Vietnam and
Contextualization." He
had prepared some
excellent material,
showing how to teach the
gospel in different
cultures. He helped them
see their challenges in a country where students are
forced to show allegiance to the Communist party,
accept the theory of evolution, and understanding that

the few who have any religious background normally
only know Buddhism. In the evening, he did a lesson
on "The Gospel in a Nutshell."

Due has become an excellent
student and tries to study his Bible
every day, as soon as he can finish
his school work. On this trip, he
would immediately try to complete
his homework as soon as he got
home, in order to be free to attend
the evening classes. I brought
many activity sheets from the Bible Lab and he
thoroughly enjoyed working on all of these. He
became very excited and was thrilled to see that he
could beat his Mom & Dad or sister Cue in fmding
some of the answers before they could.

fI Great Contact
On our trip last year, we made contact with a young
lady named Yen Tran. She is a graduate of Saigon
Technological University and currently works as an
accountant for a pharmaceutical company. She is a
cousin to Thao Shearer, a Christian in Indiana. Thao
worships with the church in Avon, where my daughter
and her family attend. Thao left Vietnam many years
ago and had little contact with her family until we
studied with this cousin last year. For the past year,
they have been constantly corresponding on Facebook
and Facetime.

Yen was raised as a Buddhist in a Communist
country. She knew nothing about God and had never
seen a Bible. Last year, Thailer gave her a gift of an
English Bible and a Vietnamese Bible. She is not
well-versed in the Bible, but she has been reading it. I
became friends with
her on Facebook and
we've corresponded
much during these
past months. She
took a day off from

. work, in order to
come to the hotel for
some studies. I taught a lesson on "Who Is God?" We
later looked at the deity of Jesus. Thailer taught a
lesson showing the contrast between Jesus and
Buddha. She was very attentive and asked some good
questions.

Yen then invited us to travel with her to her village
(Long An) on Saturday, to meet her parents and some
cousins. They were very kind and showed great
hospitality. As soon as we arrived, they served hot tea
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and some sweet cookies. They then brought out
bananas, watermelon, and peanuts. We were able to
have a couple of studies before lunch. We thert
enjoyed a great lunch and had two more studies after
lunch. We had left Saigon at 9:00 and returned back to
the hotel that evening at about 7:00, so we had a very
busy day.

The Saigon Church
The church in Saigon consists of Dang, his wife, and
sister Cue. The church
meets in Dang & Trang's
home. It was an honor to
assemble with the saints in
Saigon for both Sundays
we were in the country.
On our first Sunday, I had
a lesson on "Why Should I Believe the Bible?"
Thailer did a lesson called "The Cruciform Life."

We met together again on Monday for more studies
and Trang prepared a delicious lunch for us. Thailer
taught a lesson on "Invest in Unbelievers" and I taught
a lesson on "What's Fact & What's Fantasy?" On
Tuesday, I showed pictures from my trip to Israel and
Jordan and we talked about the location of various
Bible stories. They said it made the stories more real.

Travelinq North
On Tuesday night, we took the overnight train to Nha
Trang. We arrived at about 6:00 a.m. and walked a
few blocks to our hotel. We paid for the extra half-day
fee at the hotel, so we could go ahead and check into
the room. We were happy to get a hot shower and then
go across the street to get eggs & bread for breakfast.

Thailer, Dang and I got single rooms in the hotel.
This allowed us to move around to different rooms for
our Bible classes. Vo Duoc (nicknamed OK) arrived
at the hotel on his motorcycle. His home is a little
over an hour from town. He works with two different
churches, one meeting in the morning and the other in
the afternoon. He also got a room at the hotel, so we
could have more time for studies. He had requested
several topics for us to study.

My first lesson was on "The History of
Denominationalism." More and more underground
churches are being established in Vietnam and this is
all new to Duoc. He wanted to know their main
doctrines and how to answer their errors with the
scriptures. Thailer gave a lesson on "The Real Jesus."

I followed by repeating the lesson I did in Saigon on
"A Study of the Bible Lands."

On Thursday, Duoc invited us to travel out to his
farm. We rented two motorcycles from the hotel.
Getting to the farm is an
interesting trip. Thailer
rode on the back of
Duoc's motorcycle and I
rode on the back of
Dang's. We passed a wide
variety of interesting
things along the way. We saw large "mountains" of
white sand and leamed that this is sold to a Japanese
company for making glass for camera lenses. Duoc
uses his acreage for
growing fruits and
vegetables. He also
raises rabbits, pigeons,
fat-belly pigs, lizards,
and dogs to sell to the
restaurants. Those cute
little puppies over my shoulder are not for pets;
they are for food! Yes.I have eaten dog before.

Duoc's wife prepared
lunch for us. We sat at a
table on the front porch
and had a couple of
studies before returning
to the hotel. On Friday,
we studied "Fulfilled
Prophecies," "Be Ye Holy" and "Jesus: The Exclusive
Way to God." On Saturday, Thailertaught a lesson
from Psalms 19, "Knowing Your Bible." I taught a
lesson called "What The Devil Cannot Do." I later
told the story about archaeologists fmding a seed at
Masada. It was 2,000 years old, but when they planted
it they were able to produce a date palm. We need to
plant another 2,000 year old seed, the Bible. It will
only produce Christians. We took the train back to
Saigon and got back to the hotel at about 8:00 p.m.
We went down the street for dinner and got goat stew.

For our final studies with the church on Sunday,
Thailer taught a lesson on "Paul's Method in Acts
17." I then had a lesson on "Writing Our Biography."
We then flew home that evening, feeling that we had
concluded a profitable trip.

Your Prayers Are Requested
For My Future Trips

November 16-30 - Tanzania
December 1-17 -Kenya & Uganda
Januarv 7-17 - Aruba
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November 16-30, 2015
A Report On My Trip To

Tanzania, East Africa
Bob Buchanon

P. o. Box 10084--Bowling Green, KY 42102
Phone: 270.781.7068 (home) or 270.392.0251 (cell)

E-mail: bob@buchanon.us

An Exciting Trip
By the grace of God, I was blessed with health, had safe
travels and felt that good was accomplished in our travels in
the United Republic of Tanzania in East Africa and am
happy to share this report with you.

Tanzania is bordered on the south by Mozambique,
Malawi, and Zambia; on the west by the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Burundi, and Rwanda; on the north
by Kenya and Uganda; and on the east by the Indian Ocean.
In the northeast is a mountainous region that includes
Mount Kilimanjaro, the highest point in Africa (19,340
feet). To the west of these peaks is the Serengeti National
Park, which has the greatest concentration of migratory
game animals in the world (1.5 million wildebeest, 400,000
zebras, and 200,000 gazelles). The climate of Tanzania
varies greatly, considering that its environment includes
both the highest and the lowest points on the continent.

The name Tanzania itself derives from the country's two
states, Zanzibar and Tanganyika. Tanzania is a poor
country, with an average income of$I,300 per year.
According to the last census (September 2015), the total
population of the country was 54,064,875.

We worked with six churches, in five cities. Dar es
Salaam is the largest city and the commercial capital, with a
population of 4,365,541. It is the largest and most populous
Swahili speaking city in the world. It is a relatively modem
city, a little more than a century old that has an old world
charm. The name that the founding Sultan of Zanzibar gave
it in 1857 still applies: "Haven of Peace." The city displays
the many influences of its history. There is an Asian
District with tea rooms and restaurants and Hindu temples,
while the German colonization left behind a Bavarian style
railway station, a Roman Catholic cathedral and a Lutheran
Church building. Mbeya has a population of 385,279 and
Arusha has a population of 416,442.

Many of the Tanzanian churches are where many US
churches were in the late sixties, discovering that they had

been practicing some things that were not according to the
scriptures. American missionaries had gone there in the
fifties and established orphanages, a hospital, and training
schools for preachers. Some of the local preachers have
charged the missionaries with being more interested in
raising money for their institutions than they were for
teaching the gospel. Many of our lessons focused on these
issues: the organization, work, and worship of the church.
We had some interesting discussions and pray that much
good was accomplished.

/YIy Travel Companion
Iinvited my good friend from South
Africa, Robin Bauer, to accompany me
on this trip. Robin preaches in Cape
Town, South Africa. We have worked
together on numerous trips in South
Africa and we have also made several
trips together into Zimbabwe, Tanzania
and Uganda. He is a fabulous teacher,
dedicated to the Word and just a real pleasure to travel with.

Departure ana Arrival
Ileft Nashville on Monday morning and flew to Atlanta
and then to Dar es Salaam, arriving on Tuesday evening at
10:50 p.m. I was able to pass through passport control, get
my luggage, exchange some US dollars into Tanzanian
shillings, and then go outside to meet the brethren. Two
local brothers had come to the airport to meet us, along with
Robin, who had arrived from South Africa in the middle of
the afternoon. He was already settled in at the hotel, but he
returned with the brothers to greet me. Our rooms were on
the third floor and there was no elevator, so we slowly
carried our luggage upstairs. The hotel had air conditioned
rooms, but there was no hot water. It was nearing midnight,
so we only talked for about thirty minutes to go over the
schedule and then turned it for bed.
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Classes in Dar es Salaam
Our schedule in Dar was to work with two churches for
three days. On our first day of classes, Wednesday, we
worked with the Mbagala Kizuiani Church. The brethren
have a nice concrete building.
It is not yet completed and
does not have electricity, but it '
is a very nice meeting house.
Their building is located in the
heart of a Muslim
neighborhood, so they have
many challenges. We had 50
in attendance. Godwin Dihigo preaches for these brethren.
He had been raised as a Muslim, but became a Christian in
the eighties. He is responsible for establishing most ofthe
congregations around Dar.

Our lessons were designed to help the brethren
understand the work of the church. I began the day with a
lesson on ''What Makes A Strong Church?" Robin then had
a lesson on "Obedience is Better Than Sacrifice." We then
spent about thirty minutes in questions and answers, before
stopping for lunch. We went outside, where a table was
spread with food. It was a pleasure to stand around and talk
with them, trying to get to know them better. After lunch, I
gave a lesson on "How Do We Spend the Lord's Money?"
Many of the students had been with churches that had
gotten involved with trying to do the Lord's work through
various institutions funded by the church, so they had many
questions. We had scheduled one hour for answering
questions, but there was such interest and so many
questions that we extended it until 5:00 p.m. We were really
able to get into specifics and make applications during this
period. In addition to questions about the work of the
church, we dealt with questions about qualifications for
preachers, the oversight of elders, women preachers, tongue
speaking, and the Lord's Supper.

.On Thursday, we traveled across town about thirty
minutes to work with the
Kitunda Church, where
Duncan Henry Sisya
preaches. He had been trained
at one of the institutional
schools, so he had little
understanding about the
independence and autonomy of the local churches. He
asked us to deal with specifics on the organization and work
of the church. My first lesson was on ''The Church's
Finances." Robin followed with a lesson on "Evangelism"
and then I had a lesson on ''Benevolence.'' We took a break
for lunch and then Robin had a lesson on "Members One of
Another." We then spent about an hour dealing with various
questions. The interest and enthusiasm was great. They
prepared us for several questions for the second day. Our
attendance was 30.

When we returned to the building on Friday, for our
second day of classes, three men were sitting under a tree
and we could see where they were scratching in the sand,
making diagrams to help with their study. When we got out
of the car, they explained that they were trying to
understand the godhead and wanted to know if we could
help them. I started the study in Genesis 1:26, showing that
God was plural, "Let us make man in our image." I said,
"Let me illustrate this by using an egg as an example." I
simply meant for them to listen,
while I used the egg as an
example, but one brother took
off running to the kitchen and
brought back an egg. I then
used it as my visual and
proceeded to explain that this
was one egg, but it had three parts-shell, white and yoke.
It helped them understand that we worship one God, but
three beings-Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

When we then settled into our classes, Robin taught a
lesson on "How to Refute Denominational Doctrines." I
continued the study on "The Godhead" and then Robin did
another lesson on ''Beware of Creeping Men." We broke for
lunch and then spent the whole afternoon in a
question/answer period. There was great interest and much
excitement. We ended our session at about 5:00 p.m. and
then returned to the hotel for dinner and to get things
packed for our trip on Saturday morning.

Flight 10 /YIbe!la
We had to leave the hotel at 5:00 a.m. in order to get to
the airport on time for check in for our flight to Mbeya. Our
schedule for our days in Mbeya was
arranged by Samuel Mwakasunguia,
the local preacher. We arrived in Mbeya
at about 8:30 a.m. and Samuel met us at
the airport and escorted us to town to
our hotel. We were disappointed to
learn that the lady had given someone
else our room. We had to visit four
other hotels before we finally found a room. The menu for
dinner only consisted of about three choices, but it was
good food. Samuel had been a student at the Andrew
Connally School of Preaching in Tanzania, operated by the
Bear Valley Church in Colorado. He completed the
bachelor's program and had started in the master's
program, when he received a letter to state that he was
being terminated from the program. It all started because of
him questioning many of their practices, mainly the .
violation of independence and autonomy of local churches.
His letter stated that "It is so difficult to associate with you
while congregations around you (Mbeya region) don't
recognize and approve your work." He has totally been cut
off by the institutional churches, but he continues to search
the scriptures and to teach what he finds there.
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IYIbozi Church
We finally got settled into our hotel and then drove a
couple of hours to be
with the church in the
village ofMbozi. The
brethren have
constructed a building
from their homemade
bricks. It has a dirt
floor, no electricity,
open windows, and primitive pews, but you never heard a
complaint. We were able to have a full day of classes.
There were 19 children
and 19 adults. The
singing was lovely. Our
lunch-consisted of brown
beans and rice. This
picture shows a large
group of children sharing
a large pan of rice. They
ate with their fingers,
taking just one handful
and waiting for the next
child to then get their share. I'm sure you'd never hear these
children complain about any food that was offered them.

Sunday was filled with many different activities. We
started out with everyone together at the church building.
The church rents a
building that was
designed for a business to
grind com. The floors are
dirt and the room doesn't
have any electricity.
Robin taught a class on
"Imitating the Word." I
then had a class on "How
Do We Get To Heaven?"
After the Lord's Supper,
we took a break for lunch. I had been asked to teach a class
for several teens at the local juvenile center. Samuel
accompaniedme to the center. The 'students were so .
respectful, mannerly, and interested. As we entered the
room, they all stood to welcome us. There were 22 students
in the class. I taught two
classes, "The Power to
Change" and "Setting Proper
Priorities" We talked about
overcoming obstacles and
setting goals to see if we can
rise above our difficulties.
They listened very
attentively. I would love to have had many more hours with
these young people. They've made mistakes and are now
locked up for a few years, but I think they desire a better
life, one that can only come through obedience to Christ. I
would love to have made photographs ofthe students to
share in this report, but we were not allowed to take a

camera into the center. I could only photograph Samuel
standing at the gate to enter the compound. While I was at
the juvenile center, Robin continued classes at the church
building. He taught them how to teach the "17 Divisions of
Bible History." That evening, I was asked to preach on their
radio program. I'm pictured in the masthead of this report.

On Monday, we returned to Mbozi. The number of
students increased on our second visit. We had 24 adults
and 22 children. We once again had brown beans and rice
for lunch.

IIrusha Sinon Church
Our next town was Arusha. It is in higher elevation, so the
temperature is a little cooler. There was no direct way to get
there, so we had to fly from Mbeya to Dar es Salaam and
then to Arusha. We left Mbeya at 9:00 a.m. and got to
Arusha just before dark. We hired a taxi to take us into
town. We had no trouble locating the
hotel, where we had made our
reservations. We got settled into our
rooms and then went to the little
restaurant in the hotel for dinner. Like
restaurants in many African countries,
the menu will often be four pages but
they only have about three items you
can order. Caleb Timothy is the
preacher for the church in Arusha and
he arranged our schedule. He is an outstanding young
preacher and is an excellent interpreter. Their language is
Swahili, so we had to use three of the brothers to take turns
to interpret the lessons, but I will confess that I really
preferred for Caleb to be my interpreter.

Our classes with the Arusha Church were held at their
little plastic-lined chapel. Two years ago the brethren
purchased a piece of
property for fifteen
million shillings (about
$8,800), where they
could eventually build
their building. The
brethren erected poles
and covered the top
with plastic and
tarpaulins. The floor is dirt. They have constructed several
pews. We were able to have classes here for two days. I did
the first lesson on ''Identifying Marks ofthe Lord's
Church." Robin had a lesson on "Should We Follow the
Law of Moses?" We then spent about an hour in questions
and answers before lunch. After lunch, Robin had a lesson
on ''Learn From, But Not Obedient to the Old Testament"
and I had a lesson on ''How Do We Spend the Lord's
Money?" We then spent another hour in questions and
answers. On Thursday, we dealt with ''What Is Proper
Worship?" and "The Many Factors in Man's Salvation."
We then spent several hours trying to answer their many
questions. We ended our studies at about 5:30 p.m.
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Caleb had invited two denominational preachers to attend
our classes. He had started some studies with them and had
given them many tracts to read. They wanted to attend, but
didn't have the funds for their bus tickets or food. I used
some funds that American Christians had donated and paid
their expenses. They were very attentive and asked good
questions. We hope they will obey the gospel soon.

/YIwanza
On Friday, we had a thirteen hour bus ride from Arusha to
Mwanza. When we bought our tickets and learned the
distance and the time for travel, we
assumed that there would be several
stops. Oh, were we wrong. The bus did
not have a toilet and the driver said
there were no scheduled stops. We did
stop at several places, just to allow
some passengers to get off and others
to get on. At one stop, I took off
running and found a "relief center."
Robin and I became quite thirsty, but
we were afraid to buy anything to drink, knowing that we
had no toilet for several more hours. We finally arrived in
Mwanza at about 7:00 p.m. Samuel and a preacher from
Zambia, Barry Marko PhiH, were waiting for us at the bus
terminal. They had flown together from Dar es Salaam.
Samuel has worked in this area several times and has
helped establish four congregations.

The four of us stayed at the same hotel in Mwanza and
enjoyed getting dinner together. We were all tired from our
travels and knew we were going to have a busy day on
Saturday, so we got to bed a little earlier.

On Saturday, we hired a van to take us on the four-hour
trip from Mwanza to Magu, the location of one of the
churches that Samuel had helped establish. We seemed to
have left civilization as we made our journey. The streets
were dirt roads and everything was very primitive. Several
folks were selling charcoal, sugar cane, and fruits along the
streets. We didn't have many options on where to sleep. I
knew not to expect too much when I learned that our hotel
room was only $5, but I did expect a little more than what
was provided. There was no electricity, no running water,
and no toilet. Once it got dark, we were able to visit a tree
out back. When we
inquired about
their restaurant, we
were told that they
didn't have one. I
then asked if there
was a restaurant
within walking
distance and was
told that there
wasn't a restaurant in the village. I walked down the streets
and finally found a lady that would sell me some bananas.

We had classes with the Mahala Church for two days. We
met under the trees in the yard at the preacher's house.
Robin, Barry and I
all took turns in
preaching. We had
to stop twice and
run for shelter when
it started a down-
pouring rain. This
church is in her
infancy and still has
much to learn. Their Bible knowledge was very limited.
Very few of the students owned a Bible. The young
preacher is doing the best job he can do, but doesn't really
know what all he's supposed to do as a preacher. We need
to offer many prayers for their spiritual growth.

Our Departure
Samuel and Barry had plans to remain in Mwanza for a
couple more days after Robin and I left. We flew from
Mwanza to Kilimanjaro and then into Nairobi, where we
would begin our next series of lessons. I'll give a full report
on the wok in Uganda in my next report.

II Special Word of Thank»
With all of the scares about terrorism and ebola, many
brethren were nervous for us about this trip. By the grace of
God, we stayed healthy and safe. We feel that much good
was accomplished. We tried to answer their many
questions, give them directions on what the Bible says on a
host of subjects, and to encourage them to stay true to what
the Good Book says.

Iwant to thank each of you for your support for this trip,
whether it was words of encouragement, prayers, or a
financial help on the plane ticket. I couldn't have made this
trip without your help. Some donated some of the clothing

.that I wore each day. After wearing the clothing, I then
gave these away. I was able to come home with an empty
suitcase. The brethren were very appreciative of the used
clothing. Some US brethren also donated funds to help buy
Bibles, school supplies, and food for the brethren. This also
helped to pay for the expenses for some of the students. A
special thanks to all of you!

Please pray for our
future preaching trips:

December 1-19 - Uganda
January 7-17 -Aruba

February 16-March 7 - India
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